I, Mr./Ms. _______________________________, with ID/PASSPORT ____________ and notification
email ___________________________________________, allow the University of Alicante (UA) to
resolve my participation in the UA-only study programmes, with prior authorisation of the UA Governing
Council. Therefore,
I HEREBY DECLARE THAT
I am an employee, and I do not exceed the 120-hour limit of teaching collaboration in the present
academic year at the UA.
I am a self-employed person with an economic activity compatible with teaching collaboration
at the UA, and I do not exceed the 120-hour limit in the present academic year.
I am a public employee although, by virtue of section h of article 19 of the 53/1984 Law, of 21th
December, on the incompatibilities of public servants, this activity is excluded from those
incompatibilities.
I am a member of the academic and research staff of a Spanish public university and I perform
this teaching collaboration under article 68.1 of the Organic Law 6/2001, of 21th December,
allowing me to collaborate with other universities for the development of specialised studies or
specific educational activities.
Others:

All the contents provided for the educational sessions are original or are used under the
permission of the author.

✔

I commit myself to notifying the UA if there is any change in my employment status for as long
as I am collaborating as a lecturer in any UA-only study programmes.

Under the laws in force regarding data protection, you are informed that the University of Alicante will
process the data on this form, as well as all the data contained in any attached document, with the sole
purpose of managing administrative data and promoting the UA-only study programmes by the UA
Centre for Lifelong Postgraduate Education.
Making this data processing legitimate is based on the consent of the interested party.
In the framework of the aforementioned data processing, your data may be transferred to the Spanish
Ministry and Regional Department in charge of Universities, other Universities, trade unions and public
service friendly societies, collaborating banks, the Spanish Health Service and the Spanish Tax Agency,
with the purpose of formalising the labour relations between you and the University of Alicante.
In this regard, you may exercise your right to access, rectification or erasure of personal data, among
others, by means of request submitted to the University of Alicante Registry Office, or via the UA eServices (https://seuelectronica.ua.es).
You can check additional and detailed information regarding data protection, your rights and the
University of Alicante Privacy Policy in the following link: https://seuelectronica.ua.es/es/privacidad.html

And for the record for all intents and purposes, I sign this form on
______________, ____ of ___________ of 20__

